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ABSTRACT
This paper considers Synthetic Aperture Radar and other

synthetic aperture imaging systems in which a backscat-
tered wave is measured from positions along a single flight
track. We assume that the ground topography is known but
not necessarily flat.

We consider two cases, corresponding to the degree of
directionality of the antenna. For the high-directivity case,
we propose an imaging algorithm involving backprojection
and a spatially varying filter that corrects for the antenna
beam pattern, source waveform, and other geometrical fac-
tors. We give conditions on the relationship between the
flight track and the topography to avoid artifacts. We show
that the algorithm correctly reproduces certain features of
the scene.

For the case of an antenna with poor directionality, the
image produced by the above algorithm contains artifacts.
For this case, we analyze the strength of the artifacts rela-
tive to the strength of the true image. The analysis of this
paper shows that the artifacts can be somewhat suppressed
by increasing the curvature of the flight track and by keep-
ing the desired target in view for as long as possible.

1 INTRODUCTION
We consider Synthetic Aperture Radar imaging in the

case of antennas with poor directivity, where the antenna
footprint is large and standard Fourier-based imaging meth-
ods are not useful. This is typically the case for foliage-
penetrating radar [9] [11], whose low frequencies do not al-
low for much beam focusing.

In the case of a non-directional antenna on a straight-
line flight track above a flat earth, it is not possible to de-
termine from the data whether a given reflection originated
from the left or the right side of the flight track. This gives
rise to an image artifact which we call an ambiguity artifact.
Similar ambiguity artifacts arise in the case of curved flight
paths and non-flat earth topography. One goal of this paper
is to give conditions on the relationship between the antenna
footprint, the flight path, and the topography for which these
ambiguity artifacts do not arise.

We consider imaging algorithms based on backprojec-
tion. Such algorithms produce an image

�
via

��������� 	
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(1)

where
�

denotes the data, which depends on time
�

and a
flight path parameter

�
, and

	
denotes a weighting function

that will be explained in the text. This weighting function	
depends on factors such as the flight path and on the to-

pography.
In the case in which ambiguity artifacts can be avoided,

the weighting function can also compensate for the antenna
beam pattern, the source waveform, and other geometrical
factors. In this case, we show that the image

�
is related to

the desired ground reflectivity function � by

��������� ������������ � ������� �!�"�
(2)

where
���

is approximately a delta function. From analysis
of

���
, we find that the image

�
has the property that cer-

tain features such as edges and boundaries beween different
materials are positioned correctly and have the correct am-
plitudes.

In the case when ambiguity artifacts are unavoidable, we
cannot arrange for

	
to compensate for all geometrical fac-

tors. We can still form a backprojected image, but this im-
age contains ambiguity artifacts. We analyze the strength of
these artifacts relative to the strength of the true image. Our
analysis shows that the artifacts can be suppressed to some
degree by increasing the the curvature of the flight track, ori-
enting the flight path in a favorable way, keeping the target
in view for as long as possible.

2 MODEL FOR RECEIVED SIGNAL
We assume the earth’s surface is located at the position

given by # �%$&�'�(�
, where

$*)+ �-, +/.
is known. We as-

sume that the scattering is due to perturbations in the permit-
tivity of the form � �'�(��0�� #21 $&�'�(���

, where � , the ground
reflectivity function, is the quantity we wish to image. We
denote the map from scene � to data

�
by 3 , where
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where V is the flight path, and N �WR �QX �'RS��YZ���"�������Q��RS�
,

where
X

is the frequency-domain waveform of the transmit-
ted signal, and

Y
contains factors such as the antenna beam

pattern, geometrical spreading factors, and taper functions
to avoid abrupt transitions at the ends of the data collection
region. We assume that

Y
is approximately independent ofR

, at least to the extent that N satisfies the estimate
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where
�

is any compact subset of
+ Hop + <qp + � A , and

the constant
k

depends on
�r��s"��t(��0!��u

. This assumption
is needed in order to make various stationary phase calcula-
tions hold; in fact this assumption makes the “forward” op-
erator 3 a Fourier Integral Operator [6] [17].

3 IMAGE FORMATION
We form the image by means of a filtered backprojection

operator:
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(5)

where
v

is determined below.
To determine

v
, we investigate the degree to which the

image
�

faithfully reproduces features of the ground reflec-
tivity function � . We will show that under favorable cir-
cumstances, singular features such as edges appear in the
correct locations.

Using
�w� 3�� in (5) results in an equation of the form

�������z� �{��������� � �'�(��� �!�P�
(6)

where
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The kernel
�

is the imaging point-spread function, which,
when considered as a function of the variable

�
, is the recon-

structed (backprojected) image due to a delta point source
located at

�
. If we had

���Z���������n��0���� 1 �(�
, then the im-

age
�

would be perfect; we want to determine
v

so that
�

comes as close as possible to being a delta function.
In (7) we perform a large-

R
stationary phase calculation

in the variables
~R

and
�
. This results in

�������(���?� �{������(� � �'�(������m����D�����
(8)

where
� �

denotes a function smoother than the first term on
the right side of (8) and
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The main contributions to
�

come from those critical
points of its phase at which the amplitude N is nonzero; the
criticality conditions are

a $������ 1�V ��� � a � a $&�'�(� 1oV ���6� a�'$&����� 1�V ��� �E� M"�V ��� ��� �'$��'�(� 1�V ���6��� MP�V ���6��� (10)

The first condition of (10) says that
�

should be at the
same range as

�
. The second says that the direction�'$��'�(� 1�V ���6��� should have the same projection onto the

flight velocity vector as the direction
��$&����� 1�V ���6��� . We

will call
�������"�����

a contributing critical point if it satisfies
both conditions of (10) and if N �'�P�����E� a $&�'�(� 1�V ��� � aO���� ��RS�
is nonzero for some

R
(and hence, by assumption (4), for a

large interval of
R

).
For a high-fidelity image, we would like

�
to be as close

as possible to the delta function
0���� 1 �(�w� �D� ] ���D��� 1�(� ML� ��� � . In particular, we should have contributing critical

points only when
�����

. In other words, if
�������P�����

satisfies
(10) when

������
, the amplitude N should be zero there.

Flight paths for which this is the case can be found when
the the antenna beam pattern is sufficiently focused to one
side of the flight heading.

For example, in the case of flat topography, there are
points

�������"�����
satisfying (10) in two cases, one when

�w�{�
and the other when

�
is at a “mirror” point

�(�
, which is the

reflection of
�

across the horizontal projection of the line
tangent to the flight path at V ���6� . This “mirror” critical point
contributes to the image, and hence gives rise to an ambigu-
ity artifact, unless the amplitude N is zero there. To make
the amplitude N zero at all such “mirror” points, the antenna
beam should be negligible to one side of the flight direction
[8].

We show below [15] that the conditions for avoiding am-
biguity artifacts are the following.

1. The only contributing critical points are those for
which

���{�
.

2. At no point
�

on the earth’s surface should the
surface be perpendicular to the plane formed by the
the range vector

$��'�(� 1�V ��� � and the flight velocity
vector �V ��� � . This should hold for every position V ��� �
along the flight path.

If both these conditions are satisfied, then the image formed
by (5) is free of ambiguity artifacts.

3.1 THE CASE OF NO AMBIGUITY ARTIFACTS
Under the above conditions for avoiding ambiguity ar-

tifacs, we make a certain change of variables that makes
the phase of

�{���������
the same as that of the delta function0���� 1 �(�P� �D� ] �'�Q��� 1 �(� M!� ��� � .

To determine the change of variables that makes the
phase of

�
into the phase of a delta function, we first use

the integral form of the remainder for Taylor’s theorem to
write the imaginary part of the exponent of (9) as�6RS� a $��'�(� 1(V ���6� a 1 a $&����� 1(V ����� a � ��� � �*��� 1 �(� M � �������"������RS�� 

(11)
explicitly, � is given by
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where the differentiations on the right side are with respect
to

£¬«{+�
. When

�����
, (12) is simply

� ������������R|�"�*�®�?R ���� �E� V ��� � 1 $&�����!� M?ª $&�������
(13)



In a neighborhood of
���¯�

, we make the change of vari-
ables ������RS� , � � � ������P������R|���

(14)

This transforms the integral (8) into
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(15)

where
�

and
R

are understood to refer to
� � � � and

RS� � � ,
respectively. This exhibits the operator with kernel

�
as

a pseudodifferential operator. Pseudodifferential operators
have the pseudolocal property [17], i.e., they do not move
singularities or change their orientation.

The Jacobian determinant
a'b ������RS� ��b � a is also called the

Beylkin determinant [2] [4]. When
�´�µ�

, its reciprocal is
given by b �b ������R|� ��������������RS�¶�
· R
� ��
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(16)

where ¹ º �V ���6� denotes the scaled projection of �V ���6� onto the

plane perpendicular to V ���6� 1 $&�����
:

¹ º �V ���6���
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(17)
We note that ¹�º �V ��� � remains in the plane » H�^ x defined by

» H ^ x )���¼ ]�½¾¢¿ V ���6� 1 $&������� �V ���6��À�� (18)

Conditions under which the change of variables (14) can
be made (locally) are those under which the right side of
(16) is nonzero; this gives us the second condition on the
relation between the flight track and the ground topgraphy.
This condition can be understood by noting that the vec-
tors V¬1 $

and ¹ º �V are orthogonal and thus determine a
coordinate system in the plane » H ^ x ; the rows of (16) are
the coordinates of the tangent vectors #

� � b $ �b �6�
and

# � � b $ ��b � � in this coordinate system. Thus the right
side of (16) is nonzero provided #

�
and # �

project to two
linearly independent vectors in the plane » H�^ x . In [15] we
show that this condition is equivalent to the condition that
the earth’s surface at

�
not be orthogonal to the plane » H ^ x .

Equation (15) shows how we should choose
v

to make�
an approximate delta function. In particular, we should

choosevw�����������R|�(�´�®�?��� 5 . ��Á���������� � ������RS�E��� 5 ��Â ��������� � ������R|�E�
(19)

where
Â

is a smooth cutoff function that prevents us from
dividing by zero, and where

Á��������"� � ���Ã�6� N �P���6� � ���E� a $��'�(� 1�V ��� � � ��� a'���� ��RS� � �

M b ������RS�
b � �������"���6� � ����RS� � �E� (20)

3.2 ANALYSIS OF AMBIGUITY ARTIFACTS
In this section, we discuss the effect of an antenna with

poor directivity, where (10) has more than one solution in
the support of N .

In this case, the change of variables (14) can be made
only in the neighborhood of

�Ä�Å�
, so we cannot use the

above method for determining
v

. We therefore consider the
case

vÆ�*l
; we denote the corresponding kernel (9) by

�¢�
.

In the flat-earth case, we see that there are two points
�

on the earth for which
�������������

satisfies (10): one at
�w���

,
which gives rise to the correct image, and one at a “mir-
ror” point, which can give rise to an artifact. For non-flat
topograpy, it is possible to have a curve of points

�
on the

earth for which
�����������(�

satisfies (10). Such a curve is com-
posed of points at the same range

a $&����� 1TV ���6� a whose direc-

tions
�'$&����� 1�V ��� �E� have the same projection onto the flight

velocity vector �V ���6� .
We refer to contributing critical points for which

�¬����
as “extraneous” critical points; it is these critical points that
give rise to the ambiguity artifacts. We analyze the relative
contributions to the image from these points by investigat-
ing the size of

� �
there.

At an extraneous critical point
����������(�

, we carry out a
stationary phase analysis in the

�
variable. This is possible

only when the second derivative of the phase is nonzero. We
write Ç ������P���6�
�ÉÈZÊËÊL�����������P��¨�� � R

, where
È

denotes the
phase in (9). We obtain to leading order of approximation

�¢�����������¶Ì N �'�P��� �����������E� a $��'�(� 1oV ���6������(��� aO�� � ��RS�
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(21)

On the other hand, if we consider the reconstruction at
�

we find

�¢���'�P���(�ÐÌ YZ���"�����E� a $��'�(� 1�V ��� � aO�� � �����
M a R a . IE� X ��RS����RT�

(22)

Equations (21) and (22) tell us the degree to which a
point scatterer at

�
creates an artifact at the point

�
. The ra-

tio of artifact to image is

�¢�����������
� � �'�P���(� Ì YZ���"���6�������(���y� a $&�'�(� 1�V ��� ���������E� a'��� � �Y����"�����y� a $&����� 1�V ���6� a'���� �Ï���M a Ç a 5 � IE�?������P��� ���������E�

(23)

This ratio can be made smaller (i.e., the strength of the
artifact at

�
can be decreased) by increasing the denominator

of (23) and by increasing Ç . The former can be done by
increasing the the stretch of V for which

�
is illuminated.

The Hessian Ç can be increased by increasing the curvature
of the flight track while keeping its direction unchanged, or
by changing the direction of the flight track so as to make
the acceleration more closely aligned with the difference of

unit vectors
��$&����� 1�V ��� �E� 1 �'$&����� 1�V ��� �E� .



4 CONCLUSION
We have exhibited a filtered backprojection algorithm

(5), including a variable filter
v

given by (19) and (20), that
corrects for the topography, antenna beam pattern, transmit-
ted waveform, and geometrical spreading. If the antenna
beam pattern is negligible to one side of the flight direction
and the flight path satisfies conditions 1) and 2), then this
backprojection algorithm results in an image free of ambi-
guity artifacts, which moreover has the property that edges
appear in the correct location, with the correct orientation
and the correct strength. For an omnidirectional antenna
pattern, ambiguity artifacts are present; their strengths are
affected by the curvature and orientation of the flight path
and the aperture over which the target is in view.
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